
Enroll: 2-10.com/agent | 720.531.6723

Monthly payment subject to a processing fee of 9.5% and must be enrolled through Agent Portal (2-10.com/agent) or by contacting Agent Services 
at 720.531.6723.2-10 Home Buyers Warranty: In California, 2-10 HBW Warranty of California Inc.; in Florida, Home Buyers Warranty Corporation 
VI; in Virginia, 2-10 Home Buyers Warranty of Virginia, Inc.; in other states, Home Buyers Resale Warranty Corporation (OR Lic # 202003).

A Home Warranty Service Agreement is an amazing tool for 
protecting your Buyer’s budget. But in a hot Seller’s market, many 
Buyers may feel like they can’t afford another lump-sum payment.

2-10 HBW believes in improving the experience of home ownership 
for all homeowners. We're introducing Monthly Pay to help 
homeowners select a Home Warranty Service Agreement that best 
fits their needs and budget.

Give your clients the flexibility they need to protect their home 
against breakdowns while giving them more control over their 
expenses. 

Monthly Pay gives your Buyers a budget-friendly way 
to afford quality protection. This gives them more control 
over their expenses, quality coverage, and more peace of mind.

Homeowners crave peace of mind. But it can be hard to find the 
kind of peace of mind that’s affordable, comprehensive, and 
convenient. When you offer the unmatched protection this new 
product provides, you can give your clients:

Comprehensive coverage for the home’s 
most important systems and appliances

Convenient solutions to complex problems 
for more peace of mind

Flexible ways to pay for quality protection 
against expensive, inconvenient breakdowns

Did you know? 
More Buyers are funding their own Home Warranty Service Agreement than ever before.
With Monthly Pay, Buyers can pay a little bit now for a lot of protection when they need it most.

The solution isn’t skipping on coverage. 
That’s why 2-10 Home Buyers Warranty 
(2-10 HBW) has introduced Monthly Pay 
in our comprehensive new product.

Because the true costs of home ownership don't stop at closing.

Monthly Pay gives Buyers quality home protection 
at a price that could fit their budget better than a 
lump-sum payment. 

Comprehensive, Flexible, Convenient: 
Coverage your clients deserve 

Why choose Monthly Pay?

How Monthly Pay works

Monthly Pay option:
A Flexible way to get coverage

From your account in Agent Portal, you generate an 
email to your Buyers with information about Monthly Pay.

Your Buyer confirms or updates coverage via the email.

Your Buyer completes their purchase through their account 
in Homeowner Portal or by contacting Agent Services.
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